
Bottom line: we help maximize the 
value of your cloud investment 
to provide you with a strategic, 
competitive advantage.

Bridge the gap between finance, IT 
and business operations.

In today’s economic environment, 
it’s essential to bring financial 
accountability and stability to cloud 
spend models. We help identify cloud 
cost center savings so that businesses 
can invest in innovation, recoup 
necessary budget savings for finance 
and fund projects in other business 
divisions. Our Cloud Economics 
experts will get an accurate picture of 
cloud usage and cost, performance 
tracking and benchmarking, and make 
informed, real-time decisions relating 
to cloud optimization and cloud 
usage rates to optimize your cloud 
environment costs.

Enhance performance and     
mitigate risk
Our Cloud Strategy and Transformation 
Services align cloud adoption with 
strategic business goals, whether 
you’re building new cloud deployments 
or rearchitecting existing ones. This 
provides the following:

Strategic alignment

We ensure your cloud strategies are 
in sync with business objectives and 
prioritize high-value initiatives.

Enhanced security and compliance

Our specialized services improve data 
protection and ensure compliance, 
maintaining trust and integrity.

Cost management

With expertise in optimizing cloud 
expenditures, we help you identify 
cost savings and streamline financial 
operations to maximize ROI.

Operational efficiency

We provide guidance on effective 
cloud resource management, ensuring 
optimized infrastructure aligned with 
business operations.

Talent optimization

We help you address skill gaps by 
ensuring the right talent is in place and 
enhancing team proficiency through 
upskilling and reskilling.

Sustainability

By identifying where you can optimize 
resource use and minimize waste, we 
help you reduce environmental impact 
and operational costs. 

Maximize business value
We offer a comprehensive suite of 
services to help you achieve maximum 
value from your cloud investments. 

NTT DATA’s Cloud Strategy and 
Transformation Services create a 
clear path to leveraging cloud for 
business advantage. 

With tested and proven expertise, 
we can tightly align your cloud 
transformation efforts to your 
business strategy. Whether you need 
to modify your cloud architecture, 
migrate workloads to multiple clouds, 
or improve performance levels, we 
partner with you to ensure all project 
outcomes align with business goals.

Our expertise and best practices 
in operations, finance and security 
help organizations achieve a smooth 
transition to cloud technologies for 
maximum return on investment and 
successful business outcomes. Based 
on the outcomes you are trying to 
achieve, we provide guidance on where 
and how to make modifications to 
achieve greater scalability, security, 
cost-reduction and support coverage, 
from design to deployment. 

Align your cloud strategy to your business strategy. We’ll meet you 
wherever you are on your cloud journey, ensuring alignment with 
your business goals for strategic advantage.

Create your           
strategic advantage
Cloud Strategy and   
Transformation Services
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Our services
Our services are designed to guide 
you through every aspect of your 
cloud transformation journey, 
ensuring strategic alignment with 
your operational, financial and 
security goals. Our Cloud Strategy and 
Transformation Services include:

• Cloud Governance Services: 
We help optimize cloud resource 
management and ensure 
compliance, enhancing your 
organization’s ability to manage 
policies, processes and controls 
effectively.

• Cloud Economic Services: Our 
experts manage the financial aspects 
of cloud adoption, from identifying 
cost savings to developing strategies 
that maximize cloud ROI and manage 
the total cost of ownership (TCO).

• Cloud Security Services: We 
enhance the security and compliance 
of your cloud environments, 
addressing potential vulnerabilities 
and ensuring your data, applications 
and services are protected.

• Cloud Operating Model Services: 
This service focuses on maximizing 
the efficiency of cloud resources, 
helping you define and implement 
the structure necessary for effective 
cloud operations.

• Cloud Talent Services: We assist in 
upskilling and reskilling your teams 
to effectively navigate and leverage 
cloud platforms, closing the skills gap 
in cloud proficiency.

• Cloud Sustainability Services: 
Align your cloud usage with 
corporate sustainability goals to 
minimize environmental impact and 
operational costs, while reducing 
resource redundancy and waste.

How we deliver
We take a collaborative, holistic 
approach to your transformation. 
We’ll apply our expertise to analyze 
legacy workloads and applications 
to determine landing-zone options. 
Whether you want to optimize the 
design of your cloud architecture, 
migrate workloads to multiple 
clouds or improve key performance 
indicators, we’ll work with you to 
devise a measurable actionable plan to 
reach those objectives. Our roadmap 
approach includes:

• Initial assessment: We begin 
with an assessment to understand 
your business, your goals and your 
specific needs and challenges.

• Phased implementation: This is 
followed by a phased implementation 
that allows for the gradual 
integration of cloud services into 
your existing systems, with minimal 
disruption.

• Ongoing support: We ensure that 
your organization continues to 
operate efficiently and can adapt to 
new technological advancements.

Why NTT DATA?
• Proven track record: NTT DATA 

has successfully guided numerous 
organizations through complex 
cloud transformations. We have the 
experience and expertise to handle 
complex and challenging scenarios.

• Expertise in complex transitions: 
Our deep expertise in cloud 
economics, security and operational 
models enables us to manage 
intricate cloud transitions smoothly.

• Strong focus on security and 
compliance: We prioritize robust 
security measures and compliance 
with industry-specific regulations, 
ensuring that your data and 
operations are protected in the cloud 
environment.

• Comprehensive services: From 
planning and strategy development 
to implementation and optimization, 
our services cover every aspect of 
cloud transformation.

• Dedicated support: Our 
commitment to continuous 
improvement and support helps 
your business stay ahead in a rapidly 
evolving digital landscape.

Contact us
To learn more about how our Cloud 
Strategy and Transformation Services 
can benefit your organization, please 
contact your Client Manager or visit 
our website.

 

About NTT DATA

NTT DATA is a trusted global innovator of business and technology services, helping clients innovate, optimize and 
transform for success. As a Global Top Employer, we have diverse experts in more than 50 countries and a robust partner 
ecosystem. NTT DATA is part of NTT Group.

Transform your enterprise with strategic cloud solutions that deliver 
real results. Start your guided cloud journey with NTT DATA.

Create your strategic advantage
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